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Bogeyman – Julian Stannard on Frederick Seidel

Icame to Seidel rather late. The friend who slipped me Ooga-Booga said, “I
think you’ll like this”. He was right. I even liked the title –voodoo-istic, body-

swaying, tantalisingly rhythmic. Forget salsa, I wanted a little Ooga-Booga: “I
am civilised, but I see the silence” (‘Kill Poem’). Frederick Seidel was born in
1936, into wealth and privilege, a poet in the lap of luxury – there’s a thing.
When I signed up I took the habitual vow of poverty, the unheated garret, the
cheque in the post. I don’t wear Savile Row suits and nor do I write poems
about the Four Seasons Ritz Hotel in Lisbon (“I have to say / I’ve had a pleasant
stay”), and not a word about Ducati motorcycles. And never will I write a poem
about Diane Von Furstenburg. Which is why I’m pleased that Seidel does. The
American patrician, and Jew, with his eagle-nest view of Broadway – both
somehow an insider and an outsider – may well be part of some Faustian pact:
the epicurean who name-drops more than Robert Lowell, this is gossip of the
highest order, and blessed with such wayward gifts. I want to know what
happens in the final scene. Or maybe Dantean is the more apposite term. There
are glimpses of a hedonistic dissolute paradise (I am reminded of Paolo
Sorrentino’s The Great Beauty), but Seidel is particularly good at hell. He is the
undisputed master of the “disagreeable poem” and, rather like the shark which
has a particular evolutionary role, his poetry is both disturbing and functional
– “What could be more pleasant than talking about people dying [?]”, he asks
in ‘For Holly Andersen’, where “Dr Holly Andersen has a vodka cosmopolitan,
/ And has another, and becomes positively Neapolitan”. He has been called “the
poet the twentieth century deserved”. Now we are in the twenty-first century
– late capitalism  spewing out grotesquery with  incontinence, the undeserving
rich forever  in our midst – we need him more than ever. He both fetishises the
trappings of wealth and is seemingly revolted by them.

Beholden to no one, a poet who neither does readings nor promotes his
work, a poet outside the Academy, a poet who need not genuflect to any Mission
Statement, Seidel can write about anything with two urbane fingers to the
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world. He has put a bomb under the lingering notion of the poetic subject. And
being more than happy to offend he is, necessarily, a divisive figure. When he
wrote “A naked woman my age is a total nightmare” (‘Broadway Melody’), there
were howls of protest, and it seems certain, even as he was writing the poem,
that he was enjoying  the opprobrium: “It doesn’t matter. One doesn’t care. /
One doesn’t say it out loud because it’s rare / For anyone to be willing to say
it, / Because it’s the equivalent of buying a billboard space to display it.” 

Ange Mlinko accuses Seidel of employing “the prosody of atrocity” – see,
for example, his holocaust poem ‘Mr Delicious’, where the poet inter alia rhymes
“campfire goo” with “Gooey Jew”. David Orr has compared Seidel to “a violinist
who pauses from bowing expertly through Paganini’s Caprice no. 24 to smash
his instruments against the wall [...] Such a combination of barbarity and grace
is one of Seidel’s most remarkable achievements.” Billy Collins, it seems to me,
hits the nail on the head, and this is why I embrace Seidel wholeheartedly: “He
does what every exciting poet must do: avoid writing what everyone thinks of
as ‘poetry’”. In Where Have You Been? Selected Essays (2015), Michael Hofmann
calls Seidel (approvingly) “a bogeyman”. The American, he continues, is “a
carnivore if not a cannibal in the blandly vegan compound of contemporary
poetry”. Seidel is wondrously devoid, in fact, of any “pissy beauty”. Consider,
for example, the second stanza of ‘To Die For’: “The little black specks were
shipped to Brazil in ships. / The Portuguese whipped the little black specks to
bits. / The sugar plantations on the horrible tropical coast where the soil was
rich / Were a most productive ant Auschwitz.”

Seidel fell foul of the Poetry Police at the very beginning. His first collection
– Final Solutions (1963) – was awarded a prize offered by the 92nd Street
YMHA. The committee subsequently rejected the manuscript on the grounds
of anti-Semitism, anti-Catholicism and obscenity. Controversy from the start,
the perfect way to start one’s career.  

‘Bologna’ begins “My own poetry I find incomprehensible”. ‘Racer’  begins
“I spend most of my time not dying. / That’s what living is for. / I climb on a
motorcycle. / I climb on a cloud and rain. / I climb on a woman I love. / I repeat
my themes.” ‘Fog’ begins in exactly the same way – an identical opening stanza
– and proceeds: “Here I am in Bologna again / Here I go again. / Here I go again,
getting happier and happier.” Hofmann, in fact, considers Seidel’s (seemingly
cavalier) technical genius – the repetitions, obsessions, devil-may-care
relocations, entire lines moving from poem to poem as if he were spoiling or
perhaps enhancing the aura of the individual piece: “The lines are stuff,
material, mortadella, it doesn’t greatly matter. The poet is a meat-slicing
machine.” Material is worked, re-worked, sliced, the wheat deliberately
contaminated by the chaff, the lyrical gesture negotiated, beautifully attenuated:
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The Lord is my shepherd and the Director of Superbike Racing.
He buzzes me through three layers of security
To the innermost secret sanctum of the racing department
Where I will breathe my last.
Trains are delayed.
The Florence sky is falling snow.

The “Laureate of the Louche”, a combination of dandyism and Dada, the
supremely talented sardonic prankster. The late Romantic schooled by French
Symbolism, by Ezra Pound (in part), by Lowell (in plenty): think Prufrock and
Edward Lear with loads of pharmaceutical zest. Seidel’s Jewishness is not
insignificant. He is an astutely political poet. He writes about savagery and
cruelty with knockabout savagery and cruelty (the poem is a biting machine, its
pseudo-infantile rhymes are full of teeth).

Alvarez called for a poetic which recognised the reality of twentieth-century
“mass evil” (The New Poetry, 1962). Seidel is mindful, clearly, of Theodor
Adorno’s much discussed (and much glossed) dictum: “No lyric Poetry after
Auschwitz”. Seidel’s anti-lyricism (he provides gorgeous poetic interludes) is
aesthetically and ideologically congruous, ultimately a way of saving poetry
from itself. Poetry which doesn’t seem like poetry. From ‘Kill Poem’:

Our only decision was how to cook the venison.
I am civilised but
I see the silence
And write the words for the thought-balloon.
When the woods are the colour of a macaroon,
Deer, death is near.
I write about its looks in my books.
I write disappearing scut.
I write rut.

The title is Kill Poetry,
And in the book poetry kills.
In the poem the stag at bay weeps, literally.
Kill poetry is the hallali on Avenue Paul-Valéry.
Get rid of poetry. Kill Poetry.
Label on a vial of pills. Warning: Kill kill kill kills.
Its title is Kill Poem,
From the Book of Kills. 
The antlered heads are mounted weeping all around the walls.

John F. Kennedy is mounted weeping on the wall.
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Apart from ‘Mr Delicious’, the poems referred to can be found in Ooga-Booga (2006). 
Collected Poems 1959–2009 was published in 2009. Julian Stannard delivered a short 
talk on Seidel’s ‘Il Duce’ at the Aldeburgh Poetry Festival 2014: ‘More than one woman 
at a time / Is the policy that got the trains running on time.’      
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